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Lead a Global Sporting Organisation
Drive Dynamic Growth
Develop and deliver a Transformational Agenda

World Bowls is the International Federation for the sport of Lawn Bowls
globally, embracing member organisations in over 50 countries. Lawn Bowls
has a long and successful history as a Commonwealth Games sport. World
Bowls now seeks to appoint an inspirational and dynamic new leader.
Reporting to the Board this role represents a vitally important strategic pillar in
positioning World Bowls for future growth by focusing on the key priorities
identified in a recently concluded comprehensive organisational review.
Driving a transformational agenda, the successful Candidate will lead and
develop a strong culture within our full-time and volunteer workforce, drive
engagement with a range of key sector stakeholders internationally as well as
ensuring constructive collaboration with all our Member Organisations and
future Commercial Partners.
A key outcome of your leadership success will be a measurable increase in
participation, registrations, revenue and increased recognition of the sport
globally.
The successful candidate must bring to the role a record of outstanding
visionary and decisive leadership, team development and considerable
intellectual rigour. They will be decisive, inspirational, have excellent strategic
capability, proven commercial experience and a demonstrated record of
building sound and effective stakeholder relationships. The position requires a
credible spokesperson and respected communicator able to drive, deliver and
promote initiatives through to successful conclusions.
Experience within the sport industry is desirable and should preferably be
supported by relevant tertiary qualifications. An excellent track record of
leadership, ideally in the not for profit sector, successfully addressing
significant organisational challenges will be highly regarded.
Please email applications including a resume to Michael Catlow at
michael@catlow.com.au by close of business June 17.
Interested parties can obtain further information about this position by
contacting Michael on +61 411 721 110 or at the above email address.

